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Quantum key distribution (QKD) promises new security properties compared to cryptography based
on computational assumptions: QKD can provide for two parties to establish a secure key using an
untrusted quantum channel and a public, authenticated classical channel, and this key is secure against
any adversary who is limited solely by the laws of quantum mechanics. While some classical1 crypto-
graphic tasks can be achieved with information-theoretic security against unbounded adversaries, key
establishment over a public authenticated channel is not one of them. Moreover, the practicality of such
information-theoretically secure schemes is often limited, and as a result most classical cryptographic
schemes rely for their security on various computational assumptions, the most widely used of which —
factoring, discrete logarithms — could be efficiently solved by a large-scale quantum computer. As a
result, QKD could be an important primitive for cryptography secure against any advances in computing
technology, provided quantum mechanics remains an accurate description of the laws of nature.

Authenticated key establishment (AKE) is the cryptographic task which QKD achieves. The classical
cryptographic literature has extensively studied AKE since the founding of public key cryptography in
1976. After a period of ad hoc security analysis of key establishment protocols based on resistance to
various individual attacks, protocols are now generally analyzed within the context of a security model,
which aims to capture a wide variety of security properties in the context of an attacker who can control
all communication, as well as possibly compromise participants; proofs typically consist of probabilistic
reductions to computationally hard problems. One seminal model for security of AKE protocols was
proposed by Bellare and Rogaway [2]. The BR model led to the CK01 model by Canetti and Krawczyk [9],
upon which was based the eCK model [17]. An alternative approach to this family of security models is
given by Canetti’s universal composability framework [8]. One of the general observations of this line of
work has been that calculating a secret key is relatively easy, but properly modelling authentication —
ensuring that the key is shared with precisely the intended party and no other — requires greater care.

There are many types of QKD protocols, but for our purposes we will divide them into 3 classes:
prepare-send-measure protocols, measure-only protocols, and prepare-send-only protocols. The first QKD

1We use the adjective “classical” to mean “non-quantum”, so “classical cryptography” means “non-quantum cryptogra-
phy”, not “historical cryptography”.
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protocol, now called BB84, was proposed by Bennett and Brassard [4]; it is an example of a prepare-send-
measure protocol in which Alice randomly prepares one of several quantum states, sends it to Bob, and
Bob randomly measures in one of several settings. Ekert [12] proposed an entanglement-based protocol,
which is an example of a measure-only protocol: Alice and Bob only randomly measure in one of several
settings; the state itself can be prepared by Eve entirely untrusted. Biham et al. [6] proposed a prepare-
send-only protocol, in which Alice and Bob each randomly prepare one of several quantum states and
send them to Eve, who measures and sends back a classical result. Different versions can be appealing
due to ease of implementation, resistance to side-channel attacks on preparing or measuring, or device
independence.

Research arguing for the security of QKD has largely proceeded independent of the aforementioned
classical AKE security models. Various proofs of QKD have been given in a stand-alone 2-party setting;
some of the most important ones include [20, 19, 5, 24, 15, 14, 23], but many others exist for different
variants of QKD; some work on QKD has been done in the universal composability framework [3]. These
proofs typically proceed under the assumption that classical communication happens over on authentic
public channel; details on authenticating the classical communication are typically left out of the analysis.
It is widely recognized that the authentication can be secure against an unbounded adversary if all
classical communication is protected by information-theoretically secure message authentication codes,
such as the Wegman-Carter 2-universal hash function [10, 27]. Alternatively, it is generally considered
folklore [22, 1, 25, 16] that if QKD was performed using a computationally secure authentication scheme
(such as public key digital signatures), then messages encrypted under the keys output by QKD would
be secure provided that the adversary could not break the authentication scheme before or during the
QKD protocol.

Contributions. Our goal is to describe the security of quantum key distribution in a security model
similar to existing classical authenticated key exchange protocols and compare the relative security prop-
erties of various QKD and classical AKE protocols. Our model is explicitly a multi-party model, includes
authentication, and allows for either computationally secure or information theoretically secure authen-
tication. We aim to capture two properties: (1) QKD is immediately secure against an active adversary
who is restricted such that he is unable to break the authentication scheme, and (2) QKD is long-term
secure, meaning that, if it is secure against an active adversary who is restricted during the run of the
protocol to be unable to break the authentication scheme, then it remains secure even when the (classical
and quantum) data obtained by the active bounded adversary are subsequently given to an unbounded
quantum adversary.

Security model for classical-quantum AKE protocols. In particular, we first introduce a multi-party
model for analyzing the security of QKD protocols. In our model, which adopts the formalism of Goldberg
et al.’s framework for authenticated key exchange [13], parties consist of a pair of classical and quantum
Turing machines, each of which is capable of sending and receiving messages. The adversary controls all
communications between parties, but is restricted in its ability to affect communication between a single
party’s classical and quantum devices. The adversary also has the ability to compromise various values
used by parties during or after the run of the protocol. As is typical, the adversary’s goal is to distinguish
the session key of a completed session from a random string of the same length.

Having defined the adversarial model, we then introduce our two security definitions, immediate secu-
rity against an active, potentially bounded adversary, and long-term security, meaning security against
an adversary who during the run of the protocol is potentially bounded, but after the protocol completes
is unbounded (except by the laws of quantum mechanics). Our model is generic enough to allow the
bound on the adversary to be computational — assuming that a particular computational problem is
hard — or run-time or memory-bounded [7]. We adapt the long-term security notion of Müller-Quade
and Unruh [21] from the classical universal composability framework to our classical-quantum model.

Security of BB84. We then proceed to show that the BB84 protocol, when used with a computationally
secure classical authentication scheme such as a digital signature, is secure in this model. For the quantum
aspects of the proof, we rely on existing proof techniques, but when combined the signature scheme in
our model, this work provides a proof of the folklore theorem that QKD, when used with computationally
secure authentication in a multi-party setting, is information theoretically secure, provided the adversary
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did not break the authentication during the run of the protocol. Note, importantly, that this is the first
proof of QKD in a multi-party setting; while our QKD protocol is still a 2-party protocol, it operates
in an environment where many parties may be interacting simultaneously, whereas previous proofs of
security of QKD — including the universal composability proof of Ben-Or et al. [3] — deal with only 2
honest parties (plus the adversary).

Comparison of quantum and classical AKE protocols. Finally, we use our generic security model to
compare the security properties of classical key exchange protocols and examples from each of the three
classes of QKD protocols (prepare-send-measure, measure-only, prepare-send-only). This comparison is
facilitated by our phrasing of QKD in a security model more closely related to traditional AKE security
models, which we can then use to compare the relative powers afforded to the adversary under those
models. In particular, our model allows us to compare how different protocols react when the randomness
used in the protocol is revealed — or if it is later discovered that bad randomness was used. For example,
some classical AKE protocols such as UP [26] are secure even if the randomness used for either a party’s
long-term secret key or ephemeral secret key is revealed before the run of the protocol, but the same is
not true for the randomness used to pick basis choices in BB84. And the EPR protocol of Ekert is secure
even if all of the randomness used by the parties is leaked after the protocol completes, unlike BB84
where data bit choices must remain secret.

Protocol
Signed Diffie– UP BB84 EPR BHM96
Hellman [9] [26] [4] [12] [6, 15]

Protocol type
classical classical

quantum quantum quantum
prepare-send-measure measure-only prepare-send-only

Security model in which CK01 [9], eCK [17],
this paper this paper this paper

can be proven secure this paper this paper
Randomness revealable × static key at most 1 of × static key × static key × static key
before protocol run? × ephemeral key static key, × basic choice × basis choice × basis choice

ephemeral key × data bits × data bits
× info. recon. × info. recon. × info. recon.
× priv. amp. × priv. amp. × priv. amp.

Randomness revealable X static key at most 1 of X static key X static key X static key
after protocol run? × ephemeral key static key, X basis choice X basis choice X basis choice

ephemeral key × data bits × data bits
X info. recon. X info. recon. X info. recon.
X priv. amp. X priv. amp. X priv. amp.

Short-term security computational computational computational or computational or computational or
assumption assumption information-theoretic information-theoretic information-theoretic

Long-term security × × assuming short-term- assuming short-term- assuming short-term-
secure authentication secure authentication secure authentication

Discussion. The ability to compare various classical and quantum protocols in our model has allowed
us to identify an important distinction between existing classical key establishment and quantum key
distribution protocols. At a high level, classical protocols can provide more assurances against online
adversaries who can leak or infiltrate in certain ways, but in the long run may be insecure against
potential future advances. Current quantum protocols provide assurances against somewhat weaker
online adversaries but retain secrecy indefinitely, even against future advances in computing technology.

Since in our model the relative strength of a fresh session is specified by the conditions given in the
output of the protocol, an interesting open problem would be to use our model develop a quantum key
distribution protocol which does retain its security attributes in the short- and long-terms even if some
random values were known before the run of the protocol.
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